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Before beginning the installation:
 Determine where the Traffic Director is to be mounted (on the rear of the vehicle, on
your roof, in your rear window, etc.).

Quick Stick TRAFFIC DIRECTOR

 Check to see that there are no obstructions hindering the visibility of your traffic
director.
 Select an appropriate location to mount the controller.
 Take into consideration the path the
harness will take.
 When mounted rear-facing, the harness
should exit the left side of the Traffic
Director when you are facing it.

Important: This product is used to direct traffic. Improper use may result in vehicular
collision, personal injury and/or death. Star Headlight & Lantern Co., Inc., and its
subsidiaries shall not be held responsible for damages directly or indirectly caused by
improper use of this product. Always carefully consider the effect on traffic that the
selected light pattern will have before engaging the lights.

Electrical Connections
Refer to the instruction manual enclosed with the controller and connect the wires from the
harness as directed.
LED FIVE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
The manufacturer warrants this LED light against factory defects in material and workmanship for five
years after the date of purchase. The owner will be responsible for returning to the Service Center any
defective item(s) with the transportation costs prepaid. The manufacturer will, without charge, repair
or replace at its option, products, or part(s), which its inspection determines to be defective. Repaired
or replacement item(s) will be returned to the purchaser with transportation costs prepaid from the
service point. A copy of the purchaser's receipt must be returned with the defective item(s) in order to
qualify for the warranty coverage. Exclusions from this warranty include, but are not limited to, domes,
and/or the finish. This warranty shall not apply to any light, which has been altered, such that in the
manufacturer's judgment, the performance or reliability has been affected, or if any damage has
resulted from abnormal use or service.
There are no warranties expressed or implied (including any warranty of merchantability or fitness),
which extend this warranty period. The loss of use of the product, loss of time, inconvenience,
commercial loss or consequential damages, including costs of any labor, are not covered. The
manufacturer reserves the right to change the design of the product without assuming any obligation
to modify any product previously manufactured.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You might also have additional rights that may vary from
state to state. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts. Some states
do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages. Therefore, the above
limitation(s) or exclusion(s) may not apply to you.

If you have any questions concerning this or any other product, please contact our
Customer Service Department at (585) 226-9787.

Mounting Instructions
1.

There are two slots along the length of the lightstick
that can be used to facilitate mounting. Depending
upon your application, slide the two enclosed #10
carriage bolts into the appropriate slot (rear or bottom).

2.

Slide them along the channel to the desired location
and mark the locations for your mounting holes on the
mounting surface.

3.

Drill your holes and mount the light using the enclosed
washers and nuts.

We also include two L-Brackets to facilitate mounting.
These are optional and do not need to be used.

If a product must be returned for any reason, please contact our
Customer Service Department to obtain a Returned Materials Authorization
number (RMA #) before you ship the product back.
Please write the RMA # clearly on the package near the mailing label.
Please Note: These instructions are provided as a general guideline only. Specific mounting and/
or wiring, may be necessary and are the sole responsibility of the installer. The manufacturer
assumes no responsibility for the integrity of the installation for this or any of its products.
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Because of the wide variety of mounting applications, Star Headlight
& Lantern Co., Inc. assumes no responsibility for the secure
mounting of this light. It is the responsibility of the installer and/or
owner to ensure the lightbar is mounted securely. Check your light
every time you use the vehicle to ensure that it is mounted securely.
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